OOEY GOOEY SCIENCE

Grades Pre-K – 5
The name says it all. Shapes, states of matter, solutions, and physical and chemical changes are just a few of the scientific principles examined in this highly entertaining lab.

Grades PK-2
Investigate solutions and variables in experiments as they create two different oozes and compare their characteristics.

Grades 3-5
Explore solutions, chemical reactions, and properties of polymers as they create and test oozes using different ingredients.

COLOR-RIFIC

Grades Pre-K – 5
One of our most popular labs with both students and teachers, Color-rific explores concepts of mixtures, physical changes, and chromatography in a uniquely colorful way!

Grades PK-2
Explore physical changes in matter and are introduced to mixtures as they create their own colorful concoctions!

Grades 3-5
Delve deeper into physical changes and mixtures as they explore the process of chromatography and discover the real-world applications for this scientific process.

MAGNET MAYHEM

Grades Pre-K – 5
Magnetic forces are at work all around us. Magnet Mayhem investigates the properties of magnetism and the relationship between magnetism and electricity.

Grades PK-2
Investigate properties of magnetism including polarity, magnetic vs. non-magnetic items and explore where magnets are used in our daily lives.

Grades 3-5
Explore the relationship between magnetism and electricity and discover how properties of magnetism are at work in modern technology.
THE MYSTERIES OF MATTER

Grades Pre-K – 5
From basic properties of matter to a study of polymers and non-Newtonian fluids, The Mysteries of Matter examines solids, liquids, and gases DHDC style – entertaining, slightly messy, and oh so fun!

Grades K-2
Examine properties of solids, liquids, and gases and experiment with physical changes to matter.

Grades 3-5
Assess physical and chemical changes to matter and explore special classes of matter such as polymers and non-Newtonian fluids.

GROSSOLOGY

Grades 2-5
Just as the name implies, Grossology examines the science at work behind the most impolite bodily biology. Where does poop come from? Why do we burp? Your students will never forget this hands-on, interactive tour of the digestive system!

INVESTIGATING DNA

Grades 4-12
Isolate, extract and compare DNA samples in this highly engaging lab which introduces students to the basics of DNA analysis.

Grades 4-8
Extract and compare two plant-based DNA samples and discover their similarities and differences.

Grades 9-12
Extract and compare a plant-based DNA sample with students’ own DNA samples and identify the similarities between them.
Grades 5-8

HELP! Donnie, the DHDC Mascot, has been kidnapped! Students become crime fighters in this lab experience. Once inside the DHDC Crime Lab, students must use forensic tools to identify the kidnapper – before it’s too late!

Grades 5-8

Conduct their investigation using fingerprint analysis to identify the dastardly kidnapper while learning how to lift and analyze fingerprints using the same tools are forensic detectives.

ICU: COW EYE DISSECTION

Grades 5-12

Investigate the physiology of sight by dissecting a cow eyeball. Students deconstruct a cow eye, examine the individual components and discover how each works together to collect and process images.

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY

*Not Available Mobile*

Grades 6-12

Students will explore alternative energy sources and evaluate their effectiveness by testing the amount of power generated by each source.

Grades 6-8

Evaluate hydrogen as an energy source by attempting to create hydrogen fuel cells and determine their energy output.

Grades 9-12

Explore real-world issues regarding alternative energy sources by engineering a working, small-scale solar farm to maximize energy output.